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Unusual Spellings 8s 

A 

AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S] 

AARDWOLF AADFLORW African mammal [n -LVES] 

AARRGHH AAGHHRR aargh (used to express disgust) [interj] 

AASVOGEL AAEGLOSV vulture (bird of prey) [n -S] 

ABOIDEAU  AABDEIOU type of dike [n -S, -X] 

ABOITEAU  AABEIOTU aboideau (type of dike) [n -S, -X] 

ACEQUIAS AACEIQSU ACEQUIA, irrigation ditch or canal [n] 

ACOELOUS ACELOOSU lacking true body cavity [adj] 

ACTINIAE AACEIINT ACTINIA, marine animal [n] 

ADVOCAAT AAACDOTV liqueur consisting of brandy, sugar, and eggs [n -S] 

AGNATHAN AAAGHNNT one of group of jawless vertebrates [n -S] 

AGREEING AEEGGINR AGREE, to have same opinion [v] 

AGRYPNIA AAGINPRY insomnia (chronic inability to sleep) [n -S] 

ALIBIING ABGIIILN ALIBI, to make excuses for oneself [v] 

ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S] 

ALTHAEAS AAAEHLST ALTHAEA, althea (flowering plant) [n] 

AMETHYST AEHMSTTY variety of quartz [n [-S] 

ANGSTROM AGMNORST unit of length [n -S] 

APHTHOUS AHHOPSTU APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [adj] 

APOTHEGM AEGHMOPT maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n -S] 

ARACEOUS AACEORSU belonging to arum family of plants [adj] 

ARAHUANA AAAAHNRU arowana (tropical fish) [n -S] 

ARCHAEAL AAACEHLR ARCHAEA, large group of microorganisms [adj] 

ARCHAEAN AAACEHNR microorganism of archaea [n -S] 

ARCHAEON AACEHNOR archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n ARCHAEA] 

ARMAGNAC AAACGMNR French brandy [n -S] 

ARRHIZAL AAHILRRZ rootless (having no roots) [adj] 

ARYTHMIA AAHIMRTY irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [n -S] 

ARYTHMIC ACHIMRTY ARYTHMIA, irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [adj] 

ASPHODEL ADEHLOPS flowering plant [n -S] 

ASTHANGA AAAGHNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTHENIA AAEHINST lack of strength [n -S] 

ASTHENIC ACEHINST slender, lightly muscled person [n -S] 

ASYNDETA AADENSTY omissions of certain conjunctions [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

B 

BAASKAAP AAAABKPS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BACALHAU  AAABCHLU baccala (codfish (marine food fish) [n -S] 

BAKSHISH  ABHHIKSS to give tip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BANDEAUS AABDENSU BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BANDEAUX AABDENUX BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BARLEDUC  ABCDELRU fruit [n -S] 

BASHLYKS ABHKLSSY BASHLYK, cloth hood [n] 

BATTEAUX AABETTUX BATTEAU, bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

BDELLIUM BDEILLMU gum resin [n -S] 
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BEAUCOUP ABCEOPUU abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

BEDOUINS BDEINOSU BEDOUIN, nomadic Arab [n] 

BERIMBAU  ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

BHEESTIE  BEEEHIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BHELPURI  BEHILPRU dish of rice, spices, and chutney [n -S] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S] 

BIOASSAY AABIOSSY to test substance (as drug) in order to determine its strength [v -ED, ING, -S] 

BIOETHIC BCEHIIOT pertaining to ethical questions arising from advances in biology [adj] 

BIVOUACS ABCIOSUV BIVOUAC, to make camp [v] 

BOEHMITE  BEEHIMOT mineral [n -S] 

BOMBYCID BBCDIMOY moth (winged insect) [n -S] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BONHOMIE  BEHIMNOO friendliness [n -S] 

BOOHOOED BDEHOOOO BOOHOO, to weep noisily [v] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n -X] 

BORSCHTS BCHORSST BORSCHT, beet soup [n] 

BOSCHBOK  BBCHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

BOSHVARK  ABHKORSV wild hog [n -S] 

BOUILLON BILLNOOU clear broth [n -S] 

BOYCHICK  BCCHIKOY boychik (young man) [n -S] 

BRITZSKA  ABIKRSTZ britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

BUDDLEIA ABDDEILU tropical shrub [n -S] 

BUSCHBOK  BBCHKOSU small antelope [n -S] 

BUSHVELD  BDEHLSUV veld (grassland of southern Africa) with shrubby vegetation [n -S] 

BUTYRYLS BLRSTUYY BUTYRYL, radical of butyric acid [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

C 

CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S] 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CAESURAE AACEERSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [n] 

CAMEOING ACEGIMNO CAMEO, to portray in sharp, delicate relief [v] 

CAMPAGNA AAACGMNP flat, open plain [n -NE] 

CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S] / CANOE, to paddle canoe (light, slender boat) [v] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

CAPOEIRA  AACEIOPR Brazilian dance [n -S] 

CARDIOID ACDDIIOR heart-shaped curve [n -S] 

CATNAPER AACENPRT one that steals cats [n -S] 

CEORLISH  CEHILORS CEORL, freeman of low birth [adj] 

CERNUOUS CENORSUU drooping or nodding [adj] 

CHACONNE ACCEHNNO ancient dance [n -S] 

CHAPEAUS AACEHPSU CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHAPEAUX AACEHPUX CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHATCHKA  AACCHHKT knickknack [n -S] 

CHATCHKE  ACCEHHKT chatchka (knickknack) [n -S] 
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CHATEAUS AACEHSTU CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHATEAUX AACEHTUX CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHHERTUM CEHHMRTU CHETRUM, monetary unit of Bhutan [n] 

CHIAUSES ACEHISSU CHIAUS, Turkish messenger [n] 

CHOREOID CDEHIOOR resembling chorea (nervous disorder) [adj] 

CHORIOID CDHIIOOR choroid (membrane of eye) [n -S] 

CHTHONIC CCHHINOT pertaining to gods of underworld [adj] 

CHTHONIC CCHHINOT pertaining to gods of underworld [adj] 

CHUTZPAH ACHHPTUZ extreme self-confidence [n -S]   

CHYMISTS CHIMSSTY CHYMIST, chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n] 

CHYTRIDS CDHIRSTY CHYTRID, aquatic or soil fungus [n] 

CINQUAIN ACIINNQU stanza of five lines [n -S] 

CITREOUS CEIORSTU having lemonlike color [adj] 

CLAQUEUR ACELQRUU member of claque [n -S] 

CLIQUIER CEIILQRU CLIQUEY, inclined to form cliques [adj] / CLIQUY [adj] 

CLUPEOID CDEILOPU clupeid (fish of herring family) [n -S] 

CLYSTERS CELRSSTY CLYSTER, enema (liquid injected into rectum) [n] 

COCHLEAE ACCEEHLO COCHLEA, part of ear [n] 

COENURUS CENORSUU tapeworm larva [n -RI] 

COLUMNAL ACLLMNOU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNAR ACLMNORU COLUMN, vertical cylindrical support [adj] 

COLUMNEA ACELMNOU bushy tropical plant [n -S] 

COMSYMPS CMMOPSSY COMSYMP, offensive word [n] 

CONCOURS CCNOORSU public competition [n CONCOURS] 

CONEPATL ACELNOPT conepate (skunk) [n -S] 

CONQUIAN ACINNOQU card game [n -S] 

COOEEING CEEGINOO COOEE, to cry out shrilly [v] 

COOEYING CEGINOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

COOINGLY CGILNOOY in manner of cooing doves; affectionately [adv] 

CORNEOUS CENOORSU of hornlike texture [adj] 

CORYPHEE  CEEHOPRY ballet dancer [n -S] 

COTQUEAN ACENOQTU vulgar woman [n -S] 

COUTEAUX ACEOTUUX COUTEAU, knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n] 

CRAALING AACGILNR CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v] 

CROMLECH  CCEHLMOR dolmen (prehistoric monument) [n -S] 

CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CRUZEIRO  CEIORRUZ monetary unit of Brazil [n -S] 

CTENIDIA ACDEIINT comblike anatomical structures [n] 

CUCKOOED CCDEKOOU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

CUPREOUS CEOPRSUU containing copper [adj] 

CZAREVNA  AACENRVZ daughter of czar [n -S] 

CZARITZA  AACIRTZZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

D 

DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DAMNDEST ADDEMNST DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] / utmost (greatest degree or amount) [n -S] 
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DANSEUSE  ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

DARNDEST ADDENRST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] / DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DECEMVIR CDEEIMRV one of body of ten Roman magistrates [n -S, -I] 

DECIDUAE ACDDEEIU DECIDUA, mucous membrane of uterus [n] 

DEJEUNER  DEEEJNRU late breakfast [n -S] 

DEMIURGE  DEEGIMRU magistrate of ancient Greece [n -S] 

DHANSAKS AADHKNSS DHANSAK, casserole of meats and vegetables [n] 

DHOOLIES DEHILOOS DHOOLY, doolee (stretcher for sick or wounded) [n] 

DHOOTIES DEHIOOST DHOOTIE, dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n] 

DHOURRAS ADHORRSU DHOURRA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHURRIES DEHIRRSU DHURRIE, cotton rug made in India [n] 

DIBBUKIM BBDIIKMU DIBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 

DIGESTIF  DEFGIIST alcoholic drink taken after meal [n -S] 

DINGHIES  DEGHIINS DINGHY, small boat [n] 

DIOICOUS CDIIOOSU unisexual [adj] 

DIPTYCHS CDHIPSTY DIPTYCH, ancient writing tablet [n] 

DJELLABA  AABDEJLL long hooded garment [n -S] 

DOGNAPED ADDEGNOP DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 

DOGNAPER ADEGNOPR one that dognaps (to steal dog) [n -S] 

DOUPIONI  DIINOOPU silk yarn [n -S] 

DUMMKOPF  DFKMMOPU dolt [n -S] 

DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

E 

ECTOSARC ACCEORST outermost layer of protoplasm of certain protozoans [n -S] 

EKTEXINE EEEIKNTX outer layer of exine [n -S] 

EMCEEING CEEEGIMN EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v] 

EMCEEING CEEEGIMN EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v] 

ENCEINTE CEEEINNT encircling fortification [n -S] 

ENDOSARC ACDENORS portion of cell [n -S] 

EOHIPPUS EHIOPPSU extinct horse [n -ES] 

EOLIPILE EEIILLOP type of engine [n -S] 

EOLITHIC CEHIILOT EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [adj] 

EOLOPILE EEILLOOP eolipile (type of engine) [n -S] 

EPIGEOUS EEGIOPSU growing on or close to ground [adj] 

EPOPOEIA  AEEIOOPP epopee (epic poem) [n -S] 

ESCHALOT  ACEHLOST shallot (plant resembling onion) [n -S] 

ETHYNYLS EHLNSTYY ETHYNYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

EULOGIAE AEEGILOU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EUONYMUS EMNOSUUY any of genus of shrubs or small trees [n -ES] 

EUPNOEAS AEENOPSU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [n] 

EUPNOEIC CEEINOPU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [adj] 

EURYTHMY EHMRUTYY harmony of movement or structure [n -NIES] 

EXIGUOUS EGIOSUUX meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 
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F 

FABLIAUX AABFILUX FABLIAU, short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n] 

FACETIAE  AACEEFIT witty sayings or writings [n] 

FAHLBAND  AABDFHLN band or stratum of rock impregnated with metallic sulfides [n -S] 

FAIENCES ACEEFINS FAIENCE, variety of glazed pottery [n] 

FASTUOUS AFOSSTUU arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj] 

FAUTEUIL  AEFILTUU armchair [n -S] 

FILARIAE AAEFIILR FILARIA, parasitic worm [n] 

FIMBRIAE ABEFIIMR FIMBRIA, fringe or fringe-like structure [n] 

FINNMARK  AFIKMNNR finmark (monetary unit of Finland) [n -S] 

FLAMBEAU  AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

FLEXUOUS EFLOSUUX winding [adj] 

FLOCCING CCFGILNO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules [v] 

FLYSCHES CEFHLSSY FLYSCH, sandstone deposit [n] 

FOLIOING FGIILNOO FOLIO, to number pages of [v] 

FORBIDAL ABDFILOR act of forbidding (to command not to do something) [n -S] 

FOUETTES EEFOSTTU FOUETTE, movement in ballet [n] 

FRAULEIN AEFILNRU German governess [n -S] 

FROIDEUR DEFIORRU aloofness (state of being aloof (distant in interest or feeling)) [n -S] 

FRONDEUR  DEFNORRU rebel [n -S] 

FROTTEUR  EFORRTTU one who practices frottage [n -S] 

FURCRAEA AACEFRRU tropical plant [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

G 

GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GALABIEH  AABEGHIL djellaba (long hood garment) [n -S] 

GAOLBIRD  ABDGILOR jailbird (prisoner (one that is imprisoned) [n -S] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ES, -ER] 

GASTRAEA AAAEGRST type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -S] 

GHERAOED ADEEGHOR GHERAO, to coerce by physical means [v] 

GHERAOES  AEEGHORS GHERAO, to coerce by physical means [v] 

GLUHWEIN  EGHILNUW wine flavored with spices [n -S] 

GLYPTICS CGILPSTY GLYPTIC, art or process of engraving on gems [n] 

GOETHITE  EEGHIOTT ore of iron [n -S] 

GOUACHES ACEGHOSU GOUACHE, method of painting [n] 

GRAECIZE ACEEIGRZ to grecize (to provide with Greek style) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

GRISEOUS EGIORSSU grayish (somewhat gray) [adj] 

GROSCHEN CEGHNORS formerly used Austrian coin [n GROSCHEN] 

GRYPHONS GHNOPRSY GRYPHON, griffin (mythological creature) [n] 

GUAIACOL AACGILOU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUAIACUM  AACGIMUU medicinal resin [n -S] 

GUAIOCUM  ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

GYMKHANA  AAGHKMNY athletic meet [n -S] 

GYPSEIAN AEGINPSY of or pertaining to gypsies [adj] 

GYPSEOUS EGOPSSUY containing gypsum [adj] 
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HALIEROV  AEHILORV HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n]  

HALLOAED AADEHLLO HALLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HALLOOED ADEHLLOO HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HAUTBOIS  ABHIOSTU hautboy (oboe) [n HAUTBOIS) 

HERMAEAN AAEEHMNR HERMA, herm (type of statue (three-dimensional work of art)) [adj] 

HEUCHERA  ACEEHHRU North American plant [n -S] 

HILLOAED ADEHILLO HILLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOACTZIN ACHINOTZ  hoatzin (tropical bird) [n -S] 

HOLLOAED ADEHLLOO HOLLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLLOOED DEHLLOOO HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOLUBTSI  BHILOSTU cabbage rolls [n] 

HONGIING GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HOODOOED DDEHOOOO HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HRYVNYAS AHNRSVYY HRYVNYA, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n] 

HULLOAED ADEHLLOU HULLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HULLOOED DEHLLOOU HULLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HYGIEIST EGHIISTY hygeist (expert in hygiene) [n -S] 

HYPONOIA AHINOOPY dulled mental activity [n -S] 

HYPOTHEC CEHHOPTY type of mortgage [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

I 

ICHTHYIC CCHHIITY pertaining to fishes [adj] 

IDONEOUS DEINOOSU suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

INERTIAE AEEIINRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [n] 

INFOBAHN  ABFHINNO electronic communication network [n -S] 

INUKSHUK  HIKKNSUU figure of human made of stones (Inuit) [n -S] 

IPOMOEAS AEIMOOPS IPOMOEA, flowering plant [n] 

ISARITHM AHIIMRST isopleth (type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value)) [n -S] 

ISTHMIAN AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S] 

ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

J 

JAMBEAUS AABEJMSU JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JAMBEAUX AABEJMUX JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JINGKOES  EGIJKNOS JINGKO, gingko (ornamental tree) [n] 

JIUJITSU IIJJSTUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

K 

KABELJOU  ABEJKLOU large food fish [n -S] 

KABLOOEY ABEKLOOY used to indicate abrupt happening [interj] 

KABLOOIE ABEIKLOO kablooey (used to indicate abrupt happening) [interj] 

KAFFIYAH  AAFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KAFFIYEH  AEFFHIKY large, square kerchief) [n -S] 
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KAKIEMON AEIKKMNO Japanese porcelain [n -S] 

KAMAAINA AAAAIKMN longtime resident of Hawaii [n -S] 

KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES] 

KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES] 

KEFFIYAH  AEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KEFFIYEH  EEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KEIRETSU EEIKRSTU coalition of business groups in Japan [n -S] 

KHAMSEEN  AEEHKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KHEDIVAL ADEHIKLV KHEDIVE, Turkish viceroy [adj] 

KOHLRABI ABHIKLOR variety of cabbage [n -ES] 

KRAALING AAGIKLNR KRAAL, to pen in type of enclosure [v] 

KUVASZOK  AKKOSUVZ KUVASZ, large dog having white coat [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

L 

LAAGERED AADEEGLR LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LAGNAPPE  AAEGLNPP small gift given to customer with his purchase [n -S] 

LANGLAUF  AAFGLLNU cross-country ski run [n -S] 

LANGSYNE AEGLNNSY time long past [n -S] 

LECYTHIS CEHILSTY designating family of tropical shrubs [adj] 

LECYTHUS  CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEVEEING EEEGILNV LEVEE, to provide with embankment [v] 

LIAISING AGIIILNS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISONS AIILNOSS LIAISON, means for maintaining communication [n] 

LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

LIQUEURS EILQRSUU LIQUEUR, sweetened alcoholic beverage [n] 

LONGUEUR  EGLNORUU dull and tedious section [n -S] 

LYTHRUMS HLMRSTUY LYTHRUM, flowering plant [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

M 

MAENADES AADEEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAENADIC AACDEIMN MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [adj] 

MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S] 

MAHZORIM  AHIMMORZ mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n] 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAIEUTIC ACEIIMTU pertaining to method of eliciting knowledge [adj] 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO type pf pottery [n -S] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

MANTEAUS AAEMNSTU MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MARASMUS AAMMRSSU wasting away of body [n -ES] 

MARKHOOR  AHKMOORR markhor (wild goat) [n -S] 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music (Zulu) [n -S] 

MECHOUIS CEHIMOSU MECHOUI, meal of meat roasted on spit [n] 

MENSCHEN  CEEHMNNS MENSCH, admirable person [n] 
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MESDAMES  ADEEMMSS MADAME, French title of respect for married woman [n] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT spiritual conversion [n -S] 

MEUNIERE  EEEIMNRU cooked in browned butter [adj] 

MIAOUING AGIIMNOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAOWING AGIIMNOW MIAOW, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAULING AGIILMNU MIAUL, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIGNONNE  EGIMNNNO daintily small [adj] 

MIJNHEER EEHIJMNR mynheer (Dutch title of courtesy for man) [n -S] 

MIMEOING EGIIMMNO MIMEO, to make copies of by use of mimeograph [v] 

MINUTIAE AEIIMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [n] 

MIREPOIX  EIIMOPRX sauteed mixture of diced vegetables [n MIREPOIX] 

MNEMONIC CEIMMNNO device to assist memory [n -S] 

MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n] 

MOLYBDIC BCDILMOY pertaining to certain metallic element [adj] 

MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MONSIEUR EIMNORSU French title of courtesy for man [n MESSIEURS] 

MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 

MOUCHOIR  CHIMOORU small handkerchief [n -S] 

MOUFFLON  FFLMNOOU mouflon (wild sheep) [n -S] 

MOUSSEUX  EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

MOVIEOLA AEILMOOV device for viewing and editing film [n -S] 

MRIDANGA AADGIMNR drum of India [n -S] 

MYRMIDON DIMMNORY loyal follower [n -ES, -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

N 

NACREOUS ACENORSU NACRE, pearly internal layer of certain shells [adj] 

NAETHING  AEGHINNT nothing [n -S] 

NAPHTHOL AHHLNOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

NAPHTHYL AHHLNPTY radical derived from naphthalene [n -S] 

NARGHILE  AEGHILNR hookah [n -S] 

NGULTRUM  GLMNRTUU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S] 

NINJUTSU IJNNSTUU traditional Japanese method of spying [n -S] 

NOCTUOID CDINOOTU NOCTUID, night-flying moth [adj] 

NUCLEOID CDEILNOU DNA-containing area of certain cells [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

O  

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OGHAMIST  AGHIMOST one who writes in ogham (Old Irish alphabet) [n -S] 

OITICICA ACCIIIOT South American tree [n -S] 

OLLIEING EGIILLNO OLLIE, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v] 

OMADHAUN  AADHMNOU foolish person [n -S] 

OOGAMETE AEEGMOOT female gamete of certain protozoa [n -S] 

OOGAMIES AEGIMOOS OOGAMY, state of being oogamous (having structurally dissimilar gametes) [n] 

OOGAMOUS AGMOOOSU having structurally dissimilar gametes [adj] 

OOGENIES EEGINOOS OOGENY, development of ova [n] 

OOGONIAL AGILNOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [adj] 
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OOGONIUM GIMNOOOU female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n -IA, -S] 

OOLACHAN AACHLNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLICHAN ACHILNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLOGIES EGILOOOS OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [n] 

OOLOGIST GILOOOST expert in oology [n -S] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

OOPHYTIC CHIOOPTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [adj] 

OOSPHERE EEHOOPRS unfertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OOSPORIC CIOOOPRS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [adj] 

OPPUGNED DEGNOPPU OPPUGN, to assail with argument [v] 

OPPUGNER EGNOPPRU one that oppugns (to assail with argument) [n -S] 

ORICHALC ACCHILOR yellow metal [n -S] 

OSTEOIDS DEIOOSST OSTEOID, uncalcified bone matrix [n] 

OUABAINS AABINOSU OUABAIN, cardiac stimulant [n] 

OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey (imitative of its cry) [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

P 

PADUASOY  AADOPSUY strong silk fabric [n -S] 

PAEANISM AAEIMNPS chanting of paean [n -S] 

PAHOEHOE  AEEHHOOP smooth solidified lava [n -S] 

PARADIGM AADGIMPR pattern or example [n -S] 

PARANOEA AAAENOPR paranoia (mental disorder) [n -S] 

PARANOIA AAAINOPR mental disorder [n -S] 

PEIGNOIR  EGIINOPR woman’s gown [n -S] 

PENUCHLE  CEEHLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PEREIONS EEINOPRS PEREION, thorax of some crustaceans [n] 

PHRATRIC ACHIPPRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHTHALIC ACHHILPT pertaining to certain acid [adj] 

PHTHALIN AHHILNPT chemical compound [n -S] 

PHTHISIC CHHIIPST phthisis (disease of lungs) [n -S] 

PHTHISIS HHIIPSST disease of lungs [n -SES] 

PHYLLARY AHLLPRYY bract of certain plants [n -RIES] 

PIROZHOK HIKOOPRZ small Russian pastry [n -ROJKI, -ROSHKI, -ROZHKI] 

PIXIEISH EHIIIPSX PIXIE, pixy (playfully mischievous fairy or elf) [adj] 

PLATEAUS AAELPSTU PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] / PLATEAU, to reach period or condition of stability [v] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

PLEBEIAN ABEEILNP commoner (one of common people) [n -S] 

PLEIADES ADEEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

PLEIADES ADEEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

POACEOUS ACEOOPSU pertaining to plants of grass family [adj] 

POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

POSTSYNC CNOPSSTY to add sound to film after scene has been photographed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRAECIPE ACEEIPPR legal writ [n -S] 

PRAEDIAL  AADEILPR pertaining to land [adj] 

PRAEFECT ACEEFPRT prefect (ancient Roman official) [n -S] 
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PRAELECT  ACEELPRT to lecture (to expound on specific subject) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECIEUX  CEEIPRUX excessively refined [adj] 

PRIEDIEU  DEEIIPRU piece of furniture for kneeling on during prayer [n -S, -X] 

PROCHEIN  CEHINOPR nearest in time, religion, or degree [adj] 

PSALMING AGILMNPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIST AILMPSST writer of psalms [n -S] 

PSALMODY ADLMOPSY use of psalms in worship [n -DIES] 

PSALTERS AELPRSST PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 

PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

PSAMMITE AEIMMPST fine-grained rock [n -S] 

PSAMMONS AMMNOPSS PSAMMON, group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n] 

PSCHENTS CEHNPSST PSCHENT, crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n] 

PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S] 

PSHAWING AGHINPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSILOCIN CIILNOPS hallucinogenic drug [n -S] 

PSILOSES EILOPSSS PSILOSIS, tropical disease [n] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PSILOTIC CIILOPST PSILOSIS, tropical disease [adj] 

PSORALEA AAELOPRS plant of bean family [n -S] 

PSORALEN AELNOPRS drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 

PSYCHICS CCHIPSSY PSYCHIC, one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n] 

PSYCHING CGHINPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHISM CHIMPSSY belief that there is fluid that animates all living beings [n -S] 

PSYLLIDS DILLPSSY PSYLLID, psylla (any of various plant lice) [n] 

PSYLLIUM ILLMPSUY seed of fleawort [n -S] 

PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n PTERYGIA] 

PTOMAINE AEIMNOPT compound produced by decomposition of protein [n -S] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

PUREEING EEGINPRU PUREE, to reduce to thick pulp by cooking and sieving [v] 

PURLIEUS EILPRSUU PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

PURLIEUX EILPRUUX PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

PYGMAEAN AAEGMNPY PYGMY, small person (human being) [adj] 

PYRRHICS CHIPRRSY PYRRHIC, type of metrical foot [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

Q 

QUAALUDE AADELQUU sedative drug [n -S] 

QUAESTOR AEOQRSTU ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUEUEING  EEGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUIDNUNC  CDINNQUU nosy person [n -S] 

QUILLAIA  AAIILLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUILLAJA  AAIJLLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUINCUNX  CINNQUUX arrangement of five objects [n -ES] 

QUINZHEE  EEHINQUZ shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow [n -S] 
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R 

RADIOING ADGIINOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RAISONNE  AEINNORS arranged systematically [adj] 

RAZEEING AEEGINRZ RAZEE, to make lower by removing upper deck, as ship [v] 

REDUVIID DDEIIRUV bloodsucking insect [n -S] 

RENDZINA  ADEINNRZ type of soil [n -S] 

RENMINBI BEIIMNNR currency in People's Republic of China [n RENMINBI] 

RESEEING EEEGINRS RESEE, SEE, to perceive with eyes [v] 

RESIDUUM DEIMRSUU residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n -S, -UA] 

RETIEING EEGIINRT RETIE, TIE, to fasten with cord or rope [v] 

RHABDOME ABDEHMOR rhabdom (rodlike structure in retinula) [n -S] 

RHAMNOSE AEHMNORS sugar found in plants [n -S] 

RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S] 

RHAPSODY ADHOPRSY exalted expression of feeling [n -DIES] 

RHEMATIC ACEHIMRT pertaining to verb (word used to express act, occurrence, or mode of being) [adj] 

RHEOBASE ABEEHORS smallest amount of electricity required to stimulate nerve [n -S] 

RHEOLOGY EGHLOORY study of matter in fluid state [n -GIES] 

RHEOPHIL EHHILOPR living in flowing water [adj] 

RHEOSTAT AEHORSTT resistor used to control electric current [n -S] 

RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n] 

RHETORIC CEHIORRT study of effective speech and writing [n -S] 

RHEUMIER EEHIMRRU RHEUMY, marked by rheum (watery discharge from eyes or nose) [adj] 

RHINITIS HIIINRST inflammation of mucous membranes of nose [n -IDES, -ES] 

RHIZOBIA ABHIIORZ rod-shaped bacteria [n RHIZOBIA] 

RHIZOMIC CHIIMORZ RHIZOME, rootlike, underground stem [adj] 

RHIZOPOD DHIOOPRZ any of class of protozoans [n -S] 

RHIZOPUS HIOPRSUZ any of genus of mold fungi [n -PI, -ES] 

RHODAMIN ADHIMNOR red dye [n -S] 

RHOMBOID BDHIMOOR type of geometric figure [n -S] 

RHONCHAL ACHHLNOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [adj] 

RHONCHUS CHHNORSU rattling respiratory sound [n -HI] 

RHUMBAED ABDEHMRU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RHYOLITE EHILORTY volcanic rock [n -S] 

RHYTHMIC CHHIMRTY science of rhythm [n -S] 

RINKHALS  AHIKLNRS ringhals (venomous snake) [n -ES] 

RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROENTGEN  EEGNNORT unit of radiation dosage [n -S] 

ROGUEING EGGINORU ROGUE, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

RONDEAUX ADENORUX RONDEAU, short poem of fixed form [n] 

ROUILLES EILLORSU ROUILLE, peppery garlic sauce [n] 

ROULEAUS AELORSUU ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

ROULEAUX AELORUUX ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

ROUSSEAU AEORSSUU fried pemmican [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

S 

SABOTEUR  ABEORSTU one who sabotages (to destroy maliciously) [n -S] 
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SALAAMED AAADELMS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

SAMIZDAT  AADIMSTZ system in Soviet Union for printing and distributing unauthorized literature [n -S] 

SAMSKARA AAAKMRSS Hindu purification ceremony [n -S] 

SARTORII AIIORRST flat, narrow thigh muscles [n] 

SCHLEPPS CEHLPPSS SCHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SCHLEPPY CEHLPPSY shabby, run-down [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SCHLIERE CEEHILRS small streak in igneous rock [n -N] 

SCHLOCKS CCHKLOSS SCHLOCK, inferior merchandise [n] 

SCHLOCKY CCHKLOSY of inferior quality [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SCHLONGS CGHLNOSS SCHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SCHLUMPS CHLMPSSU SCHLUMP, to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v] 

SCHLUMPY CHLMPSUY unattractive, slovenly [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCHMALTZ ACHLMSTZ excessive sentimentality [n -S] 

SCHMALZY ACHLMSYZ characterized by schmaltz [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SCHMATTE ACEHMSTT ragged garment [n -S] 

SCHMEARS ACEHMRSS SCHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SCHMEERS CEEHMRSS SCHMEER, to bribe (to practice bribery) [v] 

SCHMELZE CEEHLMSZ type of decorative glass [n -S] 

SCHMOOSE CEHMOOSS to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCHMOOZE CEHMOOSZ to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SCHMOOZY CHMOOSYZ given to schmoozing (to talk idly about affairs of others) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SCHMUCKS CCHKMSSU SCHMUCK, to hit or flatten [v] 

SCHMUCKY CCHKMSUY foolish, contemptible [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SCHNAPPS ACHNPPSS strong liquor [n SCHNAPPS, -ES] 

SCHNECKE CCEEHKNS sweet roll [n -N] 

SCHNEIDS CDEHINSS SCHNEID, losing streak [n]  

SCHNOOKS CHKNOOSS SCHNOOK, easily deceived person [n] 

SCHNOZES CEHNOSSZ SCHNOZ, nose [n] 

SCHTICKS CCHIKSST SCHTICK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

SCIAENID ACDEIINS carnivorous fish [n -S] 

SCILICET  CCEIILST namely [adv] 

SEGUEING EEGGINSU SEGUE, to proceed without pause from one musical theme to another [v] 

SEIGNEUR  EEGINRSU seignior (feudal lord) [n -S] 

SELAMLIK AEIKLLMS portion of Turkish house reserved for men [n -S] 

SEQUOIAS AEIOQSSU SEQUOIA, large evergreen tree [n] 

SEXTARII AEIIRSTX ancient Roman units of liquid measure [n] 

SFORZATO AFOORSTZ playing of tone or chord with sudden force [n -S] 

SHASHLIK  AHHIKLSS kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer) [n -S] 

SHIITAKE AEHIIKST dark Oriental mushroom [n -S] 

SHLEMIEL EEHILLMS unlucky bungler [n -S] 

SHLEPPED DEEHLPPS SHLEP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] / SHLEPP [v] 

SHLEPPER EEHLPPRS one that schleps (to lug or drag) [n -S] 

SHLUMPED DEHLMPSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHMALTZY AHLMSTYZ schmalzy (characterized by schmaltz) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SHMATTES AEHMSSTT SHMATTE, schmatte (ragged garment) [n] 

SHMEARED ADEEHMRS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMEERED DEEEHMRS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 
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SHMOOZED DEHMOOSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHMOOZER EHMOORSZ one that shmoozes (to schmooze (to gossip)) [n -S] 

SHMOOZES EHMOOSSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHNORRER EHNORRRS one who takes advantage of generosity of others [n -S] 

SHTETELS EEHLSSTT SHTETEL, Jewish village [n] 

SHTUMMER  EHMMRSTU SHTUM, silent, uncommunicative [adj] 

SHTUPPED DEHPPSTU SHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SILIQUAE AEIILQSU SILIQUA, silique (type of seed capsule) [n] 

SKIDOOED DDEIKOOS SKIDOO, to skiddoo (to go away) [v] 

SKIDOOER DEIKOORS one that rides on snowmobile [n -S] 

SMARAGDE  AADEGMRS smaragd (emerald) [n -S] 

SPAEINGS AEGINPSS SPAEING, act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n] 

SPAETZLE  AEELPSTZ tiny dumpling [n -S] 

SPELAEAN  AAEELNPS spelean (living in caves) [adj] 

SPHAGNUM AGHMNPSU grayish moss [n -S] 

SPHYGMIC CGHIMPSY SPHYGMUS, pulse [adj] 

SPHYGMUS GHMPSSUY pulse [n -ES] 

SPHYNXES EHNPSSXY SPHYNX, cat of breed of hairless cats [n] 

SPIRAEAS AAEIPRSS SPIRAEA, spirea (flowering shrub) [n] 

SQUUSHED DEHQSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUUSHES EHQSSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SRIRACHA  AACHIRRS chili sauce [n -S] 

STEDFAST ADEFSSTT staunch (firm and dependable) [adj] 

STEREOED DEEEORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STRONGYL GLNORSTY parasitic worm [n -S] 

SVARAJES  AAEJRSSV SVARAJ, Swaraj (self-government in British India) [n] 

SVEDBERG  BDEEGRSV unit of time [n -S] 

SYLPHIDS DHILPSSY SYLPHID, young sylph [n] 

SYNCYTIA ACINSTYY masses of protoplasm resulting from cell fusion [n SYNCYTIA] 

SYRPHIAN AHINPRSY syrphid (winged insect) [n -S] 

SYRPHIDS DHIPRSSY SYRPHID, winged insect [n] 

SYZYGIAL AGILSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 

SYZYGIES EGISSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

T 

TABLEAUS AABELSTU TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABOOING ABGINOOT TABOO, to exclude from use, approach, or mention [v] 

TAENIOID ADEIINOT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TATOUAYS AAOSTTUY TATOUAY, South American armadillo [n] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S] 

TEIGLACH  ACEGHILT confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey [n TEIGLACH] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

THYREOID DEHIORTY pertaining to thyroid [adj] 

THYRSOID DHIORSTY THYRSUS, type of flower cluster [adj] 
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TOLARJEV  AEJLORTV TOLAR, monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

TONNEAUS AENNOSTU TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TONNEAUX AENNOTUX TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TORTIOUS IOORSTTU of nature of tort [adj] 

TORTUOUS OORSTTUU marked by repeated turns or bends [adj] 

TRACHEAE AACEEHRT TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n] 

TRAPEZII AEIIPRTZ triangular muscles of back [n] 

TRICTRAC ACCIRRTT form of backgammon [n -S] 

TRIPTYCA  ACIPPRTY triptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

TRIPTYCH CHIPRTTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

TRIUMVIR IIMRRTUV one of ruling body of three in ancient Rome [n -S, -I] 

TRUMEAUX AEMRTUUX TRUMEAU, column supporting part of doorway [n] 

TRYPSINS INPRSSTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

TSKTSKED DEKKSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

TSURISES  EIRSSSTU TSURIS, series of misfortunes [n] 

TURQUOIS  IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -ES] 

TYCHISMS CHIMSSTY TYCHISM, proposition that chance is operative in universe [n] 

TZAREVNA AAENRTVZ czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TZARITZA AAIRTTZZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TZATZIKI AIIKTTZZ dish of yogurt with cucumber, garlic, and sometimes mint [n -S] 

TZEDAKAH AADEHKTZ charitable giving as moral obligation among Jews [n -S] 

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 

TZURISES EIRSSTUZ TZURIS, tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n]    

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

U 

UINTAITE  AEIINTTU variety of asphalt [n -S] 

UNIDEAED ADDEEINU lacking ideas [adj] 

UNSEEING EEGINNSU SEEING, act of one that sees [adj] 

UNTIEING EGIINNTU UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

UNUNBIUM BIMNNUUU synthetic element [n -S] 

URAEUSES AEERSSUU URAEUS, figure of sacred serpent on headdress of ancient Egyptian rulers [n] 

USQUABAE  AABEQSUU usquebae (whiskey) [n -S] 

USQUEBAE  ABEEQSUU whiskey [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

V 

VARENYKY  AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stiffed dumplings [n] 

VIBRIOID BDIIIORV VIBRIO, any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma [adj] 

VIDEOING DEGIINOV VIDEO, to record visual images on magnetic tape or disc [v] 

VIZCACHA AACCHIVZ viscacha (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

VOGUEING EGGINOUV voguing (dance consisting of series of styled poses) [n -S] / VOGUE, to imitate poses of fashion models [v] 

VOODOOED DDEOOOOV VOODOO, to hex (to cast evil spell upon) [v] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

W 

WAESUCKS  ACEKSSUW used to express pity [interj] 

WAHCONDA  AACDHNOW wakanda (supernatural force in Sioux beliefs) [n -S] 
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WHISHTED DEHHISTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

X 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

Y 

YAHOOISM AHIMOOSY coarse, uncouth behavior [n -S] 

YAHRZEIT AEHIRTYZ anniversary of death of family member observed by Jews [n -S] 

YATAGHAN AAAGHNTY Turkish sword [n -S] 

YEOMANLY AELMNOYY YEOMAN, independent farmer [adj] 

YEOMANRY AEMNORYY collective body of yeomen [n -RIES] 

YOGHOURT  GHOORTUY yogurt (food made from milk) [n -S] 

YTTERBIA ABEIRTTY chemical compound [n -S] 

YTTERBIC BCEIRTTY YTTERBIA, chemical compound [adj] 

 

Unusual Spellings 8s 

Z 

ZABAIONE  AABEINOZ dessert resembling custard [n -S] 

ZIKKURAT AIKKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n -S] 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god [n -S] 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -S, -AE] 

ZUGZWANG  AGGNUWZZ situation in chess that forces disadvantageous move [n -S] 

ZWIEBACK  ABCEIKWZ sweetened bread [n -S] 

ZYZZYVAS ASVYYZZZ ZYZZYVA, tropical weevil [n] 
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	SHMALTZY AHLMSTYZ schmalzy (characterized by schmaltz) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST]
	SPAEINGS AEGINPSS SPAEING, act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n]
	SPIRAEAS AAEIPRSS SPIRAEA, spirea (flowering shrub) [n]
	SVARAJES  AAEJRSSV SVARAJ, Swaraj (self-government in British India) [n]
	TEIGLACH  ACEGHILT confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey [n TEIGLACH]
	TOLARJEV  AEJLORTV TOLAR, monetary unit of Slovenia [n]
	TURQUOIS  IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -ES]
	UINTAITE  AEIINTTU variety of asphalt [n -S]
	YOGHOURT  GHOORTUY yogurt (food made from milk) [n -S]
	ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA]
	ZUGZWANG  AGGNUWZZ situation in chess that forces disadvantageous move [n -S]

